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NORM INFLATION FOR EQUATIONS OF KDV TYPE
WITH FRACTIONAL DISPERSION
VERA MIKYOUNG HUR
Abstract. We demonstrate norm inflation for nonlinear nonlocal equations,
which extend the Korteweg-de Vries equation to permit fractional dispersion,
in the periodic and non-periodic settings. That is, an initial datum is smooth
and arbitrarily small in a Sobolev space, but the solution becomes arbitrarily
large in the Sobolev space after an arbitrarily short time.
1. Introduction
We address the ill-posedness of the Cauchy problem associated with equations
of Korteweg-de Vries type:
(1.1) Btu` |Bx|
αBxu` uBxu “ 0
and
(1.2) upx, 0q “ u0pxq.
Here t P R denotes the temporal variable, x P R or T “ R{2πZ is the spatial
variable, u “ upx, tq is real valued, and α ě ´1; B means partial differentiation and
|Bx| “
a
´B2x is a Fourier multiplier operator, defined via its symbol asz|Bx|fpξq “ |ξ| pfpξq.
In the case of α “ 2, (1.1) is the well-known Korteweg-de Vries equation, which
was put forward in [Bou72] and [KdV95] to model surface water waves of small
amplitude and long wavelength in the finite depth. In the case of α “ 1, (1.1) is the
Benjamin-Ono equation (see [Ben67], for instance), and in the case of α “ 0, it is the
inviscid Burgers equation. Moreover, in the case of α “ ´1{2, the author [Hur12]
observed that (1.1) shares the dispersion relation and scaling symmetry in common
with water waves in the infinite depth. Last but not least, in the case of α “ ´1,
(1.1) was proposed in [BH10] to model nonlinear waves whose linearized frequency
is nonzero but constant.
Furthermore, (1.1) belongs to the family of nonlinear dispersive equations of the
form (see [Whi74], for instance)
(1.3) Btu`M Bxu` uBxu “ 0,
where M is a Fourier multiplier operator, defined via its symbol m, say. Here we
assume thatm is real valued. Note that (1.3) is nonlocal unlessm is a polynomial of
ξ2. Examples include the Benjamin-Ono equation and the intermediate long wave
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equation (see [Jos77], for instance), for which mpξq “ |ξ| and ξ coth ξ, respectively.
Whitham (see [Whi74], for instance) proposed mpξq “
a
tanh ξ{ξ — namely, the
phase speed for surface water waves in the finite depth — as an improvement˚ over
the Korteweg-de Vries equation for high frequencies.
In an effort to understand the competition of dispersion and nonlinearity, it is
tempting, in regard to many theoretical aspects, to shift attention from (1.1) or
(1.3), where the nonlinearity is fixed and the dispersion varies from equation to
equation, to
(1.4) Btu` B
3
xu` u
pBxu “ 0 (for a suitable p),
where the dispersion is fixed, represented by a local operator, and the nonlinearity
is of variable strength, depending on p. The well-posedness for (1.4) is worked out
nearly completely. But p other than 1 or 2 seems unlikely in practice.
Note that (1.1) possesses three conserved quantities
(1.5)
ż
1
2
u|Bx|
αu`
1
6
u3,
ż
u2, and
ż
u,
which correspond to the Hamiltonian, the momentum, and the mass, respectively.
For α ě 1{3, it follows from a Sobolev inequality that the Hamiltonian is equivalent
to }u}2
Hα{2
. Note that (1.1) remains invariant under
(1.6) upx, tq ÞÑ λαupλx, λα`1tq
for any λ ą 0, whence it is
.
H1{2´α critical. Here and throughout, Hs and
.
Hs
denote the inhomogeneous and homogeneous, L2-based Sobolev spaces. Moreover,
(1.1) remains invariant under
(1.7) upx, tq ÞÑ upx´ ωt, tq ` ω
for any ω P R.
Notation. We use C " 1 and 0 ă c ! 1 for various large and small constants,
which may vary from line to line. We use A À B or B Á A to mean that A ď CB
for some constant C ą 0, and A „ B to mean that A À B À A.
Earlier results. We say that (1.1)-(1.2) is locally well-posed in HspXq, where X “
R or T, if for any u0 P H
spXq, a solution of (1.1)-(1.2) exists in Cpr´t˚, t˚s;H
spXqq
for some t˚ ą 0 (in the sense of distributions), it is unique in a space continuously
embedded in Cpr´t˚, t˚s;H
spXqq, and the map that takes an initial datum to the
solution is continuous fromHspXq to Cpr´t˚, t˚s;H
spXqq. We say that it is ill-posed
otherwise, and globally well-posed if t˚ “ `8.
For any α ě ´1, it follows from an a priori bound and a compactness argument
that (1.1)-(1.2) is locally well-posed in HspXq, X “ R or T, provided that s ą 3{2,
and u P Cpr´t˚, t˚s;H
spXqq for some t˚ ą 0; see [Kat83], for instance, for details.
˚ Since d
tanh ξ
ξ
“ 1´
1
6
ξ2 ` Opξ4q for ξ ! 1,
one may regard the Korteweg-de Vries equation (after normalization of parameters) as to approx-
imate the dispersion of the Whitham equation and, hence, water waves for low frequencies. As a
matter of fact, for physically relevant initial data, the solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation
and the Whitham equation differ from those of the water wave problem by higher order terms
during a relevant time interval. But the Korteweg-de Vries equation poorly approximates the
dispersion of water waves for high frequencies.
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Moreover, t˚ Á }u0}
´1
HspXq. If u0 P H
s1pXq for some s1 ą s, in addition, then u P
Cpr´t˚, t˚s;H
s1pXqq. But the proof in [Kat83] does not improve the smoothness of
the datum-to-solution map. As a matter of fact, in the case of α “ 0 — namely, the
inviscid Burgers equation — the datum-to-solution map is not uniformly continuous
in HspRq for any s ą 3{2; see [Tzv06], for instance, for details.
In the case of α “ 2 — namely, the Korteweg-de Vries equation — it follows from
techniques in nonlinear dispersive equations and a fixed point argument that (1.1)-
(1.2) is globally well-posed in HspRq for s ě ´3{4 and in HspTq for s ě ´1{2 (see
[CKS`03], for instance). Furthermore, the datum-to-solution map is real analytic.
But Christ, Colliander, and Tao [CCT03a] observed that the datum-to-solution
map would fail to be uniformly continuous in HspRq for ´1 ď s ă ´3{4 and in
HspTq for ´2 ă s ă ´1{2.
For 1 ď α ă 2, (1.1)-(1.2) is globally well-posed in L2pRq (see [HIKK10], for
instance) and Hα{2pXq, X “ R or T (see [MV15], for instance). By the way, the
Hα{2pXq norm is equivalent to the Hamiltonian (see (1.5)). For 0 ă α ă 1, (1.1)-
(1.2) is locally well-posed in HspRq for s ą 3{2´ 3α{8 (see [LPS14], for instance).
But the proofs rely on a compactness argument, whence they may not improve the
smoothness of the datum-to-solution map.
As a matter of fact, for 0 ď α ă 2, Molinet, Saut, and Tzvetkov [MST01] studied
interactions of low and high frequency modes, and they proved that the datum-to-
solution map for (1.1)-(1.2) would fail to be twice continuously differentiable in
HspRq for any s P R. In the case of α “ 2, the same result holds for s ă ´3{4
(see [Tzv99], for instance).
Furthermore, in the case of α “ 1, Koch and Tzvetkov [KT05] exploited (1.7)
to construct approximate solutions, and they proved that the datum-to-solution
map for (1.1)-(1.2) would fail to be uniformly continuous in HspRq whenever s ą 0.
For α ě 0, Molinet [Mol07] observed that the same result would hold in HspTq for
s ą 0. The same result holds for 0 ď α ă 2 in the non-periodic setting, for α ě ´1
in the periodic setting, and for (1.3) for a broad range of the dispersion symbol
(see [Arn16], for instance).
Moreover, for 1{3 ď α ď 1{2, one may manipulate solitary waves to argue that
the datum-to-solution map for (1.1)-(1.2) is not uniformly continuous inH1{2´αpRq;
see [LPS14], for instance, for details. By the way, (1.1) is
.
H1{2´α critical.
For α ă 0, the well-posedness of (1.1)-(1.2) or, rather, the lack thereof seems not
adequately understood, which is the subject of investigation here. Nevertheless, for
´1 ă α ă 0, the author [Hur12] (see also [CCG10]) established finite time blowup
in C1`γpRq, 0 ă γ ă 1. For ´1 ă α ă ´1{3, she [HT14, Hur15] promoted the
result to wave breaking. Specifically, if ´ infxPR u
1
0pxq is sufficiently large (and u0
satisfies some technical assumptions) then the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) exhibits that
|upx, tq| ă 8 for all x P R for all t P r0, t˚q
but
inf
xPR
Bxupx, tq Ñ ´8 as tÑ t˚´
for some t˚ ą 0. Moreover,
(1.8) ´
1
1` ǫ
1
infxPR u10pxq
ă t˚ ă ´
1
p1´ ǫq2
1
infxPR u10pxq
for ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small.
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Main results. Here we take matters further and demonstrate the norm inflation
for (1.1)-(1.2) in the periodic and non-periodic settings. Specifically, we show that
an initial datum is smooth and arbitrarily small in HspXq, where X “ R or T, but
the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) becomes arbitrarily large in HspXq after an arbitrarily
short time. This is a more drastic form of ill-posedness than the failure of uniform
continuity of the datum-to-solution map, and it implies that the datum-to-solution
map for (1.1)-(1.2) is discontinuous at the origin in the HspXq topology.
Theorem 1.1 (Norm inflation in R). Let ´1 ď α ă ´1{3, and assume that
5{6 ă s ă 1{2 ´ α. For any ǫ ą 0, there exist u0 in the Schwartz class, t in the
interval p0, ǫq, and the solution u of (1.1)-(1.2) such that
}u0}HspRq ă ǫ but }up¨, tq}HspRq ą ǫ
´1.
Theorem 1.1 implies that the datum-to-solution map for (1.1)-(1.2), which exists
from HspRq to Cpr´t˚, t˚s;H
spRqq for some t˚ ą 0 when s ą 3{2, may not be
continuously extended to 5{6 ă s ă 1{2 ´ α pă 3{2q. In particular, (1.1)-(1.2) is
ill-posed in HspRq for 5{6 ă s ă 1{2´ α.
Recall that (1.1) is
.
H1{2´αpRq critical, whence in Theorem 1.1, the norm inflation
takes place in a range of supercritical Sobolev spaces. Note that 5{6 “ 1{2´α when
α “ ´1{3. The restriction s ă 5{6 may be an artifact of the method of the proof.
Perhaps, a better understanding of the blowup of solutions of the inviscid Burgers
equation improves this. Note that 1{2 ´ α “ 3{2 when α “ ´1. Thus the local
well-posedness result of (1.1)-(1.2) in HspRq for s ą 3{2 is sharp when α “ ´1.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is similar to that in [CCT03b] for nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equations, combining scaling symmetry (see (1.6)) and a quantitative study of the
equation in the zero dispersion limit (see (2.1) and (2.4)). But the main difference
lies in that the inviscid Burgers equation in the zero dispersion limit may be solved
exactly, but implicitly, and its solution blows up in finite time.
In the usual well-posedness theory, one would regard (1.1) as a perturbation
of the linear equation. Here we take the opposite point of view and regard the
equation as a dispersive perturbation of the inviscid Burgers equation. We show
that the solution of (2.1) and (2.2) remains close to the solution of the inviscid
Burgers equation, which by the way blows up in finite time, for small values of the
dispersion parameter. We then vary the scaling and dispersion parameters so that
the initial datum is sufficiently small in the desired Sobolev space but the solution
of (1.1)-(1.2) becomes sufficiently large in the Sobolev space after a sufficiently
short time.
The present treatment may be adapted to a broad class of nonlinear dispersive
equations, provided that they enjoy scaling symmetry and the solutions in the zero
dispersion limit grow unboundedly large in finite or infinite time, for instance, to
the water wave problem. This is an interesting direction of future research.
Theorem 1.2 (Norm inflation in T). Let ´1 ď α ă 2, and assume that s ă ´2.
For every ǫ ą 0, there exist u0 P C
8pTq, t in the interval p0, ǫq, and the solution u
of (1.1)-(1.2) such that
}u0} .HspTq ă ǫ but }up¨, tq}
.
HspTq
ą ǫ´1.
Theorem 1.2 implies that the datum-to-solution map for (1.1)-(1.2), were it to
exist in HspTq for all s P R, is discontinuous at the origin for s ă ´2 (But it is
continuous for any s ą 3{2). Similar results hold in the non-periodic setting and for
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(1.3) for a broad range of the dispersion symbol, but we do not include the details
here.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is to construct an explicit approximate solution which
enjoys the desired norm inflation behavior, and then to use an a priori bound to
show that the solution remains close to the approximate solution.
Perhaps, the simplest type of initial datum in the periodic setting is cospnxq for
n P N. Note that cospnx ` nα`1tq solves the linear part of (1.1) and upx, 0q “
cospnxq. It then follows from (1.7) that
cospnx` nα`1t´ ωtq ` ω
solves the linear part of (1.1) and upx, 0q “ cospnxq ` ω for any ω P R. Molinet
[Mol07] used this to prove the failure of uniform continuity of the datum-to-solution
map for (1.1)-(1.2) in HspTq for any s ą 0. But the datum-to-solution map for
the Benjamin-Ono equation is uniformly continuous once we restrict the attention
to functions of fixed mean value, so that (1.7) may not apply. Here we work with
functions of mean zero, which prevents us from manipulating (1.7), and, instead,
we develop the next simplest type of initial datum, supported on two adjacent, high
frequency modes (see (3.1)). We then show that the nonlinear interaction of the
high frequency modes drives oscillation of a low frequency mode, which is larger in
Sobolev spaces of negative exponents.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let ´1 ď α ă ´1{3, and assume that 5{6 ă s ă 1{2 ´ α. Assume that u0 is
nonzero Schwartz function.
For ν ą 0, we relate (1.1)-(1.2) to
(2.1) BTu
pνq ` ν´α|BX |
αBXu
pνq ` upνqBXu
pνq “ 0
and
(2.2) upνqpX, 0q “ u0pXq,
via
(2.3) upx, tq “ upνqpx{ν, t{νq.
As ν Ñ 0, formally, (2.1) tends to the inviscid Burgers equation
(2.4) BTu
p0q ` up0qBXu
p0q “ 0.
Recall from the well-posedness theory (see [Kat83], for instance) that for any ν ě
0, a unique solution of (2.1) (or (2.4)) and (2.2) exists in Cpp´T
pνq
˚ , T
pνq
˚ qq;H
s˚pRqq
for some T
pνq
˚ ą 0, provided that s˚ ą 3{2. Let T
pνq
˚ be the maximal time of
existence. When ν ą 0, recall from [Hur15] that the solution of (2.1)-(2.2) blows
up merely as a result of wave breaking at the time satisfying (1.8). Therefore,
T
pνq
˚ ą
1
´ infxPR u10pxqq
´ 0`
independently of ν ą 0.
When ν “ 0, for x P R (by abuse of notation), let XpT ;xq solve
(2.5)
dX
dT
pT ;xq “ up0qpXpT ;xq, T q and Xp0;xq “ x.
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Since up0qpX,T q is bounded and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in X for all X P R
for all T P p´T
p0q
˚ , T
p0q
˚ q, it follows from the theory of ordinary differential equations
that Xp¨;xq exists throughout the interval p´T
p0q
˚ , T
p0q
˚ q for all x P R. Furthermore,
x ÞÑ Xp¨;xq is continuously differentiable throughout the interval p´T
p0q
˚ , T
p0q
˚ q for
all x P R.
It is well known that one may solve (2.4) and (2.2) by the method of character-
istics. Specifically,
(2.6) up0qpXpT ;xq, T q “ up0qpXp0;xq, 0q “ u0pxq.
Differentiating (2.5) with respect to x, we use (2.6) to arrive at
dBxX
dT
pT ;xq “ u10pxq and BxXp0;xq “ 1,
whence
(2.7) BxXpT ;xq “ 1` u
1
0pxqT.
Note that if u10pxq ă 0 for some x P R then
BXu
p0qpXpT ;xq, T q “
u10pxq
1` u10pxqT
becomes unbounded at such x in finite time. Therefore,
(2.8) T
p0q
˚ “ ´
1
infxPR u10pxq
“: ´
1
u10px˚q
for some x˚ P R. In what follows, we write T˚ for T
p0q
˚ for simplicity of notation.
A straightforward calculation reveals that
BXu
p0qpX,T q “
u10pxq
1` u10pxqT
ď
}u10}C0pRq
1` u10px˚qT
,
and
B2Xu
p0qpX,T q “
u20pxq
p1` u10pxqT q
3
ď
}u20}C0pRq
p1` u10px˚qT q
3
pointwise in R for any 0 ă T ă T˚. Therefore,
(2.9) }up0qp¨, T q}HkpRq, }u
p0qp¨, T q}CkpRq ď
C
p1` u10px˚qT q
k`1
for any 0 ă T ă T˚ for any integer k ě 1. Below we study the asymptotic behavior
of the solution of (2.4) and (2.2) near blowup, and we compute }up0qp¨, T q}HspRq for
s ă 1 for T close to T˚.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that u0 is a nonzero Schwartz function. If the solution of
(2.4) and (2.2) blows up at some X˚ P R and at T˚ “ T
p0q
˚ ą 0 then
(2.10) up0qpX,T q „ up0qpX˚, T˚q´
1
T˚
pT˚´T q
1{2U
´ X ´X˚
pT˚ ´ T q3{2
¯
`oppT˚´T q
1{2q
as T Ñ T˚´ uniformly for |X ´X˚| À pT˚´T q
3{2, where U “ UpY q is real valued
and satisfies
(2.11) C1UpY q ` C3U
3pY q “ Y
for some constants C1, C3 ą 0, and oppT˚ ´ T q
1{2q is a function of X´X˚
pT˚´T q3{2
.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that u0px˚q “ 0. As a matter of
fact, (2.4) remains invariant under X ÞÑ X ´ u0px˚qT and u
p0q ÞÑ up0q ` u0px˚q.
Therefore, (2.6) implies X˚ “ x˚. Moreover, (2.8) implies
(2.12) u10px˚q “ ´
1
T˚
ă 0, u20px˚q “ 0, and u
3
0 px˚q ą 0.
For |x´x˚| and |T´T˚| sufficiently small, we expand (2.7) and we use u0px˚q “ 0
and (2.12) to arrive at
BxXpT ;xq “ u
1
0px˚qpT ´ T˚q `
1
2
u30 px˚qT˚px´ x˚q
2 ` oppT ´ T˚q
2 ` px´ x˚q
2q.
An integration then leads to
XpT ;xq ´XpT ;x˚q “ u
1
0px˚qpT ´ T˚qpx´ x˚q`
1
6
u30 px˚qT˚px´ x˚q
3
`opppT ´ T˚q
2 ` px´ x˚q
2qpx ´ x˚qq
as x Ñ x˚ and T Ñ T˚´. Note that XpT ;x˚q “ X˚ “ x˚ for any 0 ď T ă T˚.
Therefore, we use (2.8) to deduce that
XpT ;xq ´X˚ “ u
1
0px˚qpT ´ T˚qpx ´ x˚q´
1
6
u30 px˚q
u10px˚q
px´ x˚q
3
(2.13)
`opppT ´ T˚q
2 ` px´ x˚q
2qpx´ x˚qq
as xÑ x˚ and T Ñ T˚´. Moreover, we expand (2.6) to arrive at
(2.14) up0qpXpT ;xq, T q “ u10px˚qpx ´ x˚q ` oppx´ x˚qq
as xÑ x˚.
Let
(2.15) Y “
X ´X˚
pT˚ ´ T q3{2
and U “
x´ x˚
pT˚ ´ T q1{2
.
By the way, this is a similarity solution. For |X ´ X˚| and |T ´ T˚| sufficiently
small, satisfying |Y | À 1, a straightforward calculation reveals that (2.13) becomes
Y “ ´u10px˚qU ´
1
6
u30 px˚q
u10px˚q
U3 ` opU ` U3q.
Note that Y “ ´u10px˚qU ´
1
6
u3
0
px˚q
u1
0
px˚q
U3 supports a unique and real-valued solution
U “ UpY q, say. For |X ´X˚| and |T ´ T˚| sufficiently small, satisfying |Y | À 1,
similarly, (2.14) becomes
up0qpX,T q “ u10px˚qpT˚ ´ T q
1{2UpY q ` oppT˚ ´ T q
1{2q,
where oppT˚ ´ T q
1{2q is a function of Y . This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, for any s ą 0,
(2.16) }up0qp¨, T q} .
HspRq
Á pT˚ ´ T q
5{4´3s{2
as T Ñ T˚´.
In particular, when s ą 5{6, }up0qp¨, T q} .
HspRq
Ñ8 as T Ñ T˚´.
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Proof. For |T ´ T˚| sufficiently small, we calculate
}up0qp¨,T q}2.
HspRq
ě
ż
|X´X˚|ÀpT˚´T q3{2
||BX |
sup0qpX,T q|2 dX
„pT˚ ´ T q
ż
|X´X˚|ÀpT˚´T q3{2
ˇˇˇ
|BX |
s
´ 1
T˚
U
´ X ´X˚
pT˚ ´ T q3{2
¯
` op1q
¯ˇˇˇ2
dX
„pT˚ ´ T q
5{2´3s
ż
|Y |À1
||BY |
sUpY q|2 dY ` oppT˚ ´ T q
5{2´3sq,
and (2.16) follows. Here the second inequality uses (2.10). Note that op1q is a
function of Y “ X´X˚
pT˚´T q3{2
. The last inequality uses (2.15). 
For ν ą 0 small, one may expect that the solutions of (2.1) and (2.4) subject to
the same initial condition remain close to each other at least for short times. Below
we make this precise for a time interval, depending on ν, which tends to p0, T˚q as
ν Ñ 0.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that u0 is a nonzero Schwartz function. Assume that u
pνq
solves (2.1) and (2.2), and up0q solves (2.4) and (2.2) during the interval p´T˚ `
0`, T˚ ´ 0
`q. For ν ą 0 sufficiently small and k ě 2 an integer,
}pupνq ´ up0qqp¨, T q}HkpRq À ν
´α{2 for any 0 ă T ď T˚
´
1´
´ C
| log ν|
¯1{C¯
for some constant C ą 0.
In particular, for ν ą 0 sufficiently small and for s ą 5{6, we combine this and
Corollary 2.2 to deduce that
(2.17) }upνqp¨, T q} .
HspRq
„ pT˚ ´ T q
5{4´3s{2 Ñ8 as T Ñ T˚ ´ .
Proof. The proof uses the energy method and is rudimentary. Here we include
details for the sake of completeness.
Let w “ upνq ´ up0q. Note from (2.1) and (2.4) that
BTw ` ν
´α|BX |
αBXw ` ν
´α|BX |
αBXu
p0q ` BXpu
p0qwq ` wBXw “ 0
and wpX, 0q “ 0. Differentiating this j times with respect to X , where 0 ď j ď k
an integer, and integrating over R against BjXw, we arrive atż
R
BjXwB
j
XBTw ` ν
´α
ż
R
BjXw|BX |
αBj`1X w
` ν´α
ż
R
BjXw|BX |
αBj`1X u
p0q `
ż
R
BjXwB
j`1
X pu
p0qwq `
1
2
ż
R
BjXwB
j`1
X w
2 “ 0.
The second term on the left side vanishes by a symmetry argument. A straightfor-
ward calculation then reveals that
1
2
d
dT
}wp¨, T q}2HkpRq ď ν
´α}up0qp¨, T q}Hk`2pRq}wp¨, T q}HkpRq
` C}up0qp¨, T q}Hk`2pRq}wp¨, T q}
2
Hk ` C}wp¨, T q}
3
HkpRq
for any ´T˚ ` 0
` ă T ă T˚ ´ 0
`.
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We assume a priori that }wp¨, T q}HkpRq ď 1 for any ´T˚ ` 0
` ă T ă T˚ ´ 0
`.
We use (2.9) to show that
d
dT
}wp¨, T q}HkpRq ď ν
´α C
p1` u10px˚qT q
k`3
`
C
p1` u10px˚qT q
k`3
}wp¨, T q}HkpRq
for any ´T˚ ` 0
` ă T ă T˚ ´ 0
`. It then follows from Gronwall’s lemma that
}wp¨, T q}HkpRq ď Cν
´α exp
´ C
p1` u10px˚qT q
C
¯
ď Cν´α,
provided that ´T˚ ` 0
` ă T ă T˚ ´ 0
` and
ν´α{2 exp
´ C
p1` u10px˚qT q
C
¯
ď 1,
or, equivalently,
T ď T˚
´
1´
´ C
| log ν|
¯1{C¯
,
which tends to T˚ as ν Ñ 0. Note that we recover the a priori assumption
}wp¨, T q}HkpRq ď 1, and we may remove it by the usual continuity argument. This
completes the proof. 
We merely pause to remark that in [CCT03b] for the nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equations, the Cauchy problem is globally well-posed in a certain Sobolev space,
and the equation at the zero dispersion limit admits an explicit solution, which
grows like T s in HspRq for any s ą 0.
We now use Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 to prove Theorem 1.1.
Let ´1 ď α ă 1{3. Assume that 5{6 ă s ă 1{2 ´ α “: sc and u0 is a nonzero
but arbitrary Schwartz function. For λ, ν ą 0, let
(2.18) upλ,νqpx, tq :“ λαupνqpλx{ν, λα`1t{νq,
where upνq solves (2.1) and (2.2). It is straightforward to verify that upλ,νq solves
(1.1) and
upλ,νqpx, 0q “ λαu0pλx{νq.
For ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small, we shall show that
(2.19) }upλ,νqp¨, 0q}HspRq À ǫ but }u
pλ,νqp¨, νT {λα`1q}HspRq Á ǫ
´1
for some 0 ă ν ď λ ! 1 and T „ T˚.
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We begin by calculating
}upλ,νqp¨, 0q}2HspRq “λ
2αpν{λq2
ż
R
p1 ` |ξ|2qs|xu0pνξ{λq|2 dξ
“λ2αpν{λq
ż
R
p1` |λη{ν|2qs|xu0pηq|2 dη
„λ2αpν{λq1´2s
ż
|η|ěν{λ
|η|2s|xu0pηq|2 dη ` λ2αpν{λq ż
|η|ďν{λ
|xu0pηq|2 dη
“λ2αpν{λq1´2s
ż
R
|η|2s|xu0pηq|2 dη
´ λ2αpν{λq1´2s
ż
|η|ďν{λ
|xu0pηq|2ppν{λq2s ´ |η|2sq dη
“cλ2αpν{λq1´2sp1`Opν{λq1`1{2q
for some constant c ą 0. Therefore, for 0 ă ν ď λ,
}upλ,νqp¨, 0q}HspRq ď Cλ
αpν{λq1{2´s “ Cλs´scν1{2´s.
Let
λs´scν1{2´s “ ǫ,
or, equivalently,
ν “ cλpsc´sq{p1{2´sq
for some c ą 0. Note that psc ´ sq{p1{2´ sq ą 1. Therefore, 0 ď ν ď λ as λ Ñ 0.
This proves the former inequality of (2.19).
To proceed, we calculate
}upλ,νqp¨, νT {λα`1q}2HspRq “λ
2αpν{λq2
ż
R
p1` |ξ|2q2s|p {upνqp¨, T qqpνξ{λq|2 dξ
“λ2αpν{λq
ż
R
p1` |λη{ν|2q2s|p {upνqp¨, T qqpηq|2 dη
ěλ2αpν{λq1´2s
ż
|η|ě1
|η|2s|p {upνqp¨, T qqpηq|2 dη
ěλ2αpν{λq1´2spc}upνqp¨, T q}2HspRq ´ C}u
pνqp¨, T q}2L2pRqq.
Here the first equality uses (2.18) and the last inequality uses the definition of
HspRq and
.
HspRq.
Note from (1.5) that
}upνqp¨, T q}HspRq ě }u
pνqp¨, T q}L2pRq “ }u
pνqp¨, 0q}L2pRq
for any 0 ă T ă T˚ ´ 0
`. On the other hand, (2.17) implies
}upνqp¨, T q}HspRq Á pT˚ ´ T q
5{4´3s{2
as T Ñ T˚´. Therefore,
}upλ,νqp¨, νT {λα`1q}HspRq ěλ
αpν{λq1{2´s}vpνqp¨, T q}HspRq
ÁcǫpT ´ T˚q
5{4´3s{2
as T Ñ T˚´. The latter inequality of (2.17) then follows upon choosing T suffi-
ciently close to T˚ depending on ǫ, and choosing ν and, hence, λ sufficiently small
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depending on ǫ and T , so that νT {λα`1 ă ǫ and pT ´ T˚q
5{4´3s{2 ą ǫ´2. This
completes the proof.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let ´1 ď α ă 2, and assume that s ă ´2. For ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small and for
n P N sufficiently large, to be determined in the course of the proof, let
(3.1) u0pxq “ ǫn
´spcospnxq ` cosppn` 1qxq.
Note that u0 is 2π periodic, smooth, and of mean zero, whence u0 P
.
HrpTq for any
r P R. A straightforward calculation reveals that
}u0} .HrpTq „ ǫn
´s`r for any r P R.
In particular,
(3.2) }u0} .HspTq „ ǫ.
(But }u0}L2pTq may be large.)
Recall from the well-posedness theory (see [Kat83], for instance) that a unique
solution of (1.1)-(1.2) exists in Cpp´t˚, t˚q;H
s˚pTqq for some t˚ ą 0, provided
that s˚ ą 3{2. Let t˚ be the maximal time of existence. It follows from the
well-posedness theory that
t˚ Á }u0}
´1
H3{2`0
` pTq
„ ǫ´1ns´p3{2`0
`q.
Since u0 P H
8pTq, moreover, it follows from the well-posedness theory that u P
Cpp´t˚, t˚q;H
8pTqq. Since u0 is of mean zero, it follows from (1.5) that so is u
throughout the interval p´t˚, t˚q. Therefore, u P Cpp´t˚, t˚q;
.
HrpTqq for any r P R.
Let {Sptqfpkq “ e´i|k|αkt pfpkq for k P Z,
and let
u1px, tq “Sptqu0pxq(3.3)
“ǫn´spcospnx´ nα`1tq ` cosppn` 1qx´ pn` 1qα`1tqq.
Note that u1 solves
(3.4) Btu1 ` |Bx|
αBxu1 “ 0 and u1px, 0q “ u0pxq.
In other words, u1 solves the linear part of (1.1)-(1.2). Note that u1 is 2π periodic,
smooth, and of mean zero at any time. A straightforward calculation reveals that
(3.5) }u1p¨, tq} .HrpTq „ ǫn
´s`r for any t P R for any r P R.
In particular, }u1p¨, tq} .HspTq „ ǫ remains small for any t P R.
To proceed, let
u2px, tq “ ´
ż t
0
Spt´ τqpu1Bxu1qpx, τq dτ.
Note that u2 solves
(3.6) Btu2 ` |Bx|
αBxu2 ` u1Bxu1 “ 0 and u2px, 0q “ 0.
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As a matter of fact, u2 approximates the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) during some time
interval. Note that u2 is 2π periodic, smooth and of mean zero for any time. A
straightforward calculation reveals that
u2px, tq “ ´
1
2
1
2α ´ 1
ǫ2n´2s´α sinpp2α ´ 1qnα`1tq sinp2nx´ p2α ` 1qnα`1tq
´
1
2
1
2α ´ 1
ǫ2n´2spn` 1q´α
ˆ sinpp2α ´ 1qpn` 1qα`1tq sinp2pn` 1qx´ p2α ` 1qpn` 1qα`1tq
´ǫ2n´2s
1
pn` 1qα`1 ´ nα`1 ´ 1
ˆ sin
`
1
2
ppn` 1qα`1 ´ nα`1 ´ 1qt
˘
sin
`
x´ 1
2
ppn` 1qα`1 ´ nα`1 ` 1qt
˘
´ǫ2n´2s
2n` 1
p2n` 1qα`1 ´ pn` 1qα`1 ´ nα`1
ˆ sin
`
1
2
pp2n` 1qα ´ pn` 1qα`1 ´ nα`1qt
˘
ˆ sin
`
p2n` 1qx´ 1
2
pp2n` 1qα ` pn` 1qα`1 ` nα`1qt
˘
„ ´
1
2
ǫ2n´2s`1t sinp2nx´ p2α`1nα`1tq
´
1
2
ǫ2n´2spn` 1qt sinp2pn` 1qx´ p2α`1pn` 1qα`1tq
´
1
2
ǫ2n´2st sin
`
x´ 1
2
ppn` 1qα`1 ´ nα`1 ` 1qt
˘
´
1
2
ǫ2n´2sp2n` 1qt sin
`
p2n` 1qx´ 1
2
pp2n` 1qα ` pn` 1qα`1 ` nα`1qt
˘
for any x P T, provided that 0 ă t ! n´α´1 ă 1. Note that the first, the second,
and the last terms above have the amplitude of the size ǫ2n´2s`1t and the frequency
of the size n, whereas the third term has the amplitude of the size of ǫ2n´2st and
the frequency 1. In other words, the nonlinear interaction of two adjacent, high
frequency modes drives oscillation of a low frequency mode. Consequently,
(3.7) }u2p¨, tq} .HrpTq „
#
ǫ2n´2st if r ă ´1,
ǫ2n´2s`1`rt if r ě ´1
for any 0 ă t ! n´α´1. We wish to show that for n sufficiently large, u2 becomes
large in
.
HspTq after a short time. As a matter of fact, note that n7s{4´1{2 ă
n´α´1 ! 1, by hypothesis, and
(3.8) }u2p¨, n
7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
„ ǫ2n´s{4´1{2.
Note that ´s{4´ 1{2 ą 0. We may choose n sufficiently large so that n7s{4´1{2 ă ǫ
and
(3.9) ǫ2n´s{4´1{2 ą 2ǫ´1.
To continue, let
u “ u1 ` u2 ` w.
Since u, and u1, u2 are 2π periodic, smooth, and of mean zero throughout the
interval p´t˚, t˚q, so is w. Note that n
7s{4´1{2 ă ns´p3{2`0
`q À t˚. We shall show
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that
}wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q} .
H0pTq
“ }wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q}L2pTq
is small. Indeed, w is of mean zero. Consequently,
}wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
ă }wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q} .
H0pTq
is small. Note from (1.1) and (3.4), (3.6) that w solves
Btw ` |Bx|
αBxw ` wBxw ` Bxppu1 ` u2qwq ` Bxpu1u2q ` u2Bxu2 “ 0
and wpx, 0q “ 0. Integrating this over T against w, we make an explicit calculation
to arrive at
1
2
d
dt
}wp¨, tq}2L2pTq ď}Bxpu1 ` u2qp¨, tq}L8pTq}wp¨, tq}
2
L2pTq
` }pBxpu1u2q ` u2Bxu2qp¨, tq}L2pTq}wp¨, tq}L2pTq
for any t P p´t˚, t˚q. For 0 ď t ! n
s´1 ă n´α´1 so that n´s`1t ! 1, note from
(3.5) and (3.7) that
}Bxpu1 ` u2qp¨, tq}L8pTq „ ǫn
´s`1 ` ǫ2n´2s`2t „ ǫn´s`1
and, similarly,
}pBxpu1u2q ` u2Bxu2qp¨, tq}L2pTq „ ǫ
3n´3s`2t.
It then follows from Gronwall’s lemma that
}wp¨, tq}L2pTq À ǫ
3n´3s`2t2 exppǫn´s`1tq „ ǫ3n´3s`2t2
for 0 ď t ! ns´1, provided that ǫ ą 0 is sufficiently small. Note that 7s{4´ 1{2 ă
s´ 1 for s ă ´2. Therefore,
(3.10) }wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q}L2pTq À ǫ
3n´3s`2n7s{2´1 “ ǫ3ns{2`1 ă ǫ3.
At last, it follows from the triangle inequality that
}up¨, n7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
ě}u2p¨, n
7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
´ }u1p¨, n
7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
´ }wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
ą}u2p¨, n
7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
´ }u1p¨, n
7s{4´1{2q} .
HspTq
´ }wp¨, n7s{4´1{2q}L2pTq
Áǫ2n´s{4´1{2 ´ ǫ´ ǫ3 ą ǫ´1,
provided that ǫ ą 0 is sufficiently small. This completes the proof. Here, the second
inequality uses that w is of mean zero and s ă ´2, the third inequality uses (3.8),
(3.5), and (3.10), and the last inequality uses (3.9).
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